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BioTrust EXPOSED

If you follow any of the health & fitness “gurus” online, you’ve heard about the supplement
 company BioTrust Nutrition.

And you may have tried looking for online reviews to see if that company is really legit, or just
 another scam.

But all you found are some fake review websites that are obviously biased.

Well today, I decided to expose the real truth about BioTrust and dietary supplements to the public.

Welcome to the Supplements Industry
I could have titled this part “Welcome to the Far West”, really.

Because that’s really what the supplements industry is mostly all about.

This revealing clip from the movie “Bigger, Faster, Stronger” tells it all…
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Starting your own supplements company in the US is very cheap, and none of your products have to
 be tested by the FDA or any third party regulatory agency before hitting the market.

Actually, the FDA has to prove that a given supplement is dangerous before being able to
 demand a recall.

As Consumer Reports puts it: “Unless the FDA meets a high standard of proof that a dietary
 supplement creates “a significant or unreasonable risk,” it cannot ban it. For example, it took a
 decade to ban the ephedrine alkaloids used in weight-loss products, and during that time
 supplements containing ephedra were linked to thousands of adverse events.” (1)

There’s no other way to say it… consumers have consumed dangerous ephedrine supplements (like
 Metabolife) for a whopping 10 years before they were banned in 2004.

Now, I must admit that this example is pretty extreme, and that not all supplements are dangerous.

But there’s another concern you should have as a consumer…

Are you flushing your money down the toilet?

In other words, does your supplement really contain what’s claimed on the label?

And more importantly, does it even work at all?

Depressing Statistics
The same way that not all meats or eggs are created equal, not all supplements or supplements
 companies are created equal.

But tests by many independent authorities like Consumer Lab show pretty depressing for most
 supplements makers:

– Consumer Lab found that 30% of omega-3 supplements (fish oil, krill oil, etc.) didn’t contain the
 amount of omega-3 claimed on the label, and some of them exceeded contamination standards (2) 

– They also found defects in 40% of all multivitamins tested (3). This means that these multivitamins
 either contained less nutrients than claimed, more nutrients than claimed (not necessarily a good
 thing because some nutrients become toxic at higher levels), or were contaminated by lead.

– 31% of protein powders tested did not pass Consumer Lab’s quality tests. (4) In 2010,
 Consumer Reports also found in 2010 that several popular brand protein powders contained
 dangerous levels of heavy metals. (5)

(You may need a paid subscription to verify some of these sources, but I can assure you I
 didn’t make stuff up…)

I could go all day citing examples of supplements that either contain too many
 contaminants, the wrong amount of nutrients, or both.

But I’m sure you get the point…

If you drive to your local supplement store and grab something without paying close attention, there’s
 a strong chance you’ll end up with a supplement that doesn’t deliver what it’s supposed to — or
 worse, that will do more harm than good.

Search for: 

http://www.consumerreports.org/cro/2012/04/what-s-behind-our-dietary-supplements-coverage/index.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metabolife
http://www.consumerlab.com/
https://www.consumerlab.com/reviews/fish_oil_supplements_review/omega3/#whatclfound
https://www.consumerlab.com/reviews/multivitamin_review_comparisons/multivitamins/
https://www.consumerlab.com/reviews/Protein_Powders_Shakes_Drinks_Sports_%20Meal_Diet/NutritionDrinks/
http://www.consumerreports.org/cro/magazine-archive/2010/july/food/protein-drinks/what-our-tests-found/index.htm
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The Truth About BioTrust Nutrition
BioTrust is a somewhat new company created in 2012 by fitness authorities Joel Marion and Josh
 Bezoni.

They sell supplements including probiotics, digestive enzymes, protein powder, protein cookies,
 protein bars and much more — and their entire business is web-based.

That’s why you won’t find their products at your local health food or supplement store.

A lot of online authorities — including me — recommend BioTrust’s products
 wholeheartedly.

Is it because we are affiliates for this company and are in for the money?

If it was the case, I wouldn’t be able to sleep at night.

So after I showed you how terribly unregulated the supplements industry is, I’ll tell you exactly what
 makes me endorse this company.

1) GMP certification

Look at the bottle of your favorite supplement. Do you see a GMP stamp on it?

Chances are it’s not there.

The reason is simple. Being GMP-compliant (good manufacturing practices) is really
 complicated and costly for supplements companies.

The FDA’s requirements to be a GMP-compliant company include standards for:
 – Equipment
 – Ingredients
 – Labeling
 – Marketing claims
 – Employment
 – Cleanliness
 – Etc.

It’s all listed here on the FDA’s website.

I talked to someone over at BioTrust, and they are always working within GMP guidelines
 to stay 100% compliant.

After hearing that 70% of supplements company do not actually meet GMP standards after being
 inspected by the FDA (6), this sounds pretty encouraging to me.

2) 3rd party testing

GMP is good, but remember that it’s a certification that includes all aspects of a company — anything
 from employment practices to how efficient the shipping facility is.

What I’m particularly interested to know is:

1) Do BioTrust products actually contain what they claim on the label?
 2) Are BioTrust products free of any contaminants?

After having a phone conversation with someone over at BioTrust, I’m really glad to hear
 that BioTrust exceeds the GMP standards when it comes to testing products for purity and
 contamination.

Here’s what I mean.

First of all, I want to make it clear that BioTrust does NOT manufacture the raw ingredients. They
 don’t own the actual factory that extracts fish oil from fish, as an example.

Now, the GMP certification demands that a supplement company only buys raw ingredients that have

http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/CFRSearch.cfm?CFRPart=111
http://www.newsday.com/news/health/fda-official-70-of-supplement-companies-violate-agency-rules-1.5920525
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 been tested for purity and contamination.

In other words, if you own a supplement company, you have to make sure that each of your raw
 ingredients manufacturers has tested their ingredients before you buy them to manufacture your
 supplements.

BioTrust has made the choice to surpass this standard. Because they don’t want to take any
 chance that one of their ingredients providers’ tests is incorrect, they also send samples of each lot
 of supplements to a 3rd party lab, where ANOTHER independent test for purity and contamination is
 performed.

That, to me, is the biggest reason that justifies the use of “Trust” in their company’s name.

3) Customer satisfaction

Look at a company’s customer satisfaction, and it will tell you a lot about how they do business.

If a company tries to avoid delicate questions, or has shady refund policies… it’s a huge red flag that
 screams “scam”.

BioTrust offers a no questions asked, 1 year guarantee on any of their products.

One year? Are you kidding?

To me, this almost sounds exaggerated.

But it surely proves to you how confident the owners Joel Marion and Josh Bezoni are that their
 products will satisfy their customers.

I’ve also looked over their customer satisfaction track record, and it’s pretty impressive.

According to the Better Business Bureau (BBB), BioTrust has a rating of A+, on a scale of A+ to F.
 (7) 

(Updated in March 2015 to reflect the new, higher rating they now have.)

The one thing that made their rating so high at the BBB is the fact that despite having shipped
 millions of bottles/units so far, they only have received a few complaints — and all of them have
 been solved with the concerned customers.

Both this very high customer satisfaction rating, along with the one year 100% money back
 guarantee tell me that this company has nothing to hide and really cares about people.

4) Community

The last proof that just tells me that BioTrust is not only a faceless company trying to scam people
 into buying stuff is their growing community.

A couple of months ago, BioTrust has opened a free forum over at BioTrustBoard.com where people
 can ask questions about BioTrust products, but also about health, nutrition and healthy weight loss.

Believe it or not, there are more than 100,000 users registered to the forum, and each and every
 question on the forum is answered by either a BioTrust team member or other members of the
 community.

And it’s not like BioTrust team members are outsourced amateurs that give random advice to people
 on the forums. We’re talking about people’s health after all…

Some of BioTrust’s team members include:

Tim Skwiat
Aaron Sanchez
Brian Murray

… Who are all PN1 certified — which is the Precision Nutrition masters level certification.

Precision Nutrition is one of the leading nutrition coaching authorities in the world, and

http://www.bbb.org/central-texas/Business-Reviews/vitamins-and-food-supplements/bio-trust-nutrition-llc-in-austin-tx-1000100382/complaints
http://www.biotrustboard.com/
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 one that I trust completely and learn from every day.

5) The Owners Are Really Cool And Legit Dudes

I really like to develop personal relationships with business owners that do the right things.

For example, I like to get to know my local butchers, farmers and even the clerk at the health food
 store better. These people are responsible for what goes into your body after all!

I did the exact same thing with the owners of BioTrust Nutrition — Josh Bezoni and Joel Marion.

They are very cool dudes, and Gen and I got to know them personally over the years. They are really
 passionate about the products they create, and are dedicated to make a difference.

Warning: I’m Bias Too!
I decided to write this review for anyone who still might have doubt about my integrity or the
 integrity of this new supplements company.

As you can see, this company delivers the goods.

Now, let me answer some quick questions that I’m sure can come to mind after reading this article…

Q: Are you getting paid by BioTrust to write this review?

A: No, I am not. I do get paid when I recommend their products in the form of per-sale commissions.
 But that’s something that I’ve never kept secret, and that will always stay that way.

Q: Why are BioTrust’s products so expensive? Are they overpriced?

A: BioTrust’s products are expensive because they don’t cut corners on quality, and don’t use the
 usual cheap ingredients you’ll see in most other supplements (soy, artificial sweeteners, etc.). I’ve
 reviewed hundreds of other supplements and they are very competitive with other high-quality
 products.

Q: I don’t like BioTrust’s marketing practices… they send too many emails!

A: If you don’t like these emails, or don’t have time to consume more information, put that little
 button at the end of any of their emails to good use.

That’s the “unsubscribe” button, in case you don’t know.

I also send daily emails to customers of Truth About Fat Burning Foods, and some people get
 offended.

That’s OK. Just unsubscribe, no hard feelings!

Q: Are you saying that BioTrust is the only company that’s good?

A: No, that’s not what I’m saying.

Several other companies offer 100% legit products, but I like to stick to a few of them to avoid
 confusing people even more. I’ve found that BioTrust offers a solid line of products and the quality
 I’m looking for, so I plan to continue recommending them in the future.

Q: Do I really NEED supplements?

A: No you don’t. No one needs supplements.

They can help you get an extra 10-20% of results, whatever your goals are (fat loss, building
 muscles, general health).

But most of the time, you can achieve the same results with healthy food, exercise and healthy life
 habits.

If you don’t have money to spend on quality supplements, simply forget about them until you do.

Stick with real food, and invest as much as possible to get local foods grown the right way. You’ll be
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Nick Pineault

Reply

 just fine.

Want To Learn More About BioTrust?
If you want to learn more about what they do, the best way is to read one of their free pdf reports.

(You have to enter your email to download them.)

Check them out here:

==> The 4 Best Foods To Eat Before Bed

==> 4 Tricks to Never Store Carbs As Fat

==> The Top 10 Gut Cleansing Foods

==> 17 Cheat Foods That Burn Fat

==> 4 Tricks To Lower Your Blood Sugar

 

Feel free to comment and let me know your thoughts!

 

Nick
 

 

About The Author

148 Comments

Roger November 11, 2013 at 12:19 am

Where can someone go to find out about the trustworthiness of a nutritional products
 vendor or manufacturer and their products?
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Nick Pineault November 12, 2013 at 7:01 am

Hey Roger,

You’ll have to visit the vendor’s website and verify if they are GMP-
compliant, or if they have other means of showing their dedication to
 quality (like 3rd party testing for contamination and purity).

You can also call them up and see how they respond. A lot of shady
 companies try to avoid these kind of questions, so you’ll know if the
 company is legit very fast.

Nick

Nick January 6, 2016 at 5:35 pm

Nick, I was curious as to how the biotrust product compares with the one
 below offered from Costco?
 Thanks

http://www.costco.com/Kirkland-Signature%E2%84%A2-Krill-Oil-500-
mg.%2c-160-Softgels.product.100143265.html

Nick Pineault January 8, 2016 at 8:33 pm

Hey Nick,

Costco offers pretty good products for a low price, and their
 quality standards are usually very high compared to
 anything else when it comes to food or supplements.

However, the supplement you linked to only contains 120mg
 of total DHA and EPA, where the Biotrust OmegaKrill 5X
 contains the equivalent of 2,300 mg of DHA/EPA per day.
 I’ll write an article about why they say “the equivalent of”
 pretty soon, but it has to do with the product’s delivery
 technology and bioavailability.

Even if you don’t account the 5X in absorption, the Biotrust
 product still contains 460 mg of DHA/EPA per serving,
 which is almost 4 times the amount in the Kirkland one
 (120 mg).

120 mg of omega-3 is definitely insufficient for the average
 adult.

Nick

Ash November 11, 2013 at 12:53 am

I’m going to get a digestive enzyme from Biotrust, whenever I’ve got some money, as I
 am really determined to get rid of this candida…

Nick Pineault November 12, 2013 at 7:02 am

Hey Ash,

Digestive enzymes will definitely help, as it will ensure your food is fully
 digested and does not feed your candida. Sorry I don’t have more info on

http://nickandgenhealthylife.com/biotrust-exposed/?replytocom=953#respond
http://nickandgenhealthylife.com/biotrust-exposed/?replytocom=87766#respond
http://nickandgenhealthylife.com/biotrust-exposed/?replytocom=87840#respond
http://nickandgenhealthylife.com/biotrust-exposed/?replytocom=935#respond
http://nickandgenhealthylife.com/biotrust-exposed/?replytocom=954#respond
http://www.costco.com/Kirkland-Signature%E2%84%A2-Krill-Oil-500-mg.%2c-160-Softgels.product.100143265.html
http://www.costco.com/Kirkland-Signature%E2%84%A2-Krill-Oil-500-mg.%2c-160-Softgels.product.100143265.html
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 how to fight candida though, need to research this in the next months…

Nick

Jolene July 5, 2015 at 8:15 pm

I had Candida and I use Mlis herbs and vitamins there the purest and
 guaranteed through Alternative Health who also supplies them if you
 have one in your area.

alejandrita November 11, 2013 at 1:12 am

I got their protein shake(chocolate and vanilla),Never experience a shake so deli-sh!!!!
 I mixed the chocolate with greek yogurt and freeze it and i got the great est ice-
cream!!! Thank you Nick for all your information.I get all your information ,i wish I can
 have the time to read everything that you always provide us !!! thank you much!!!

Nick Pineault November 12, 2013 at 8:36 am

Hey Alejandrita,

You’re welcome, glad to help 

BioTrust is one of the best-tasting protein powders I’ve ever had too.

Nick

Nancy November 11, 2013 at 5:16 am

Associating with Biotrust doesn’t do you any favors in my book. I consider their
 marketing deceptive. They promise information and deliver only opportunities to buy
 stuff. You at least provide info along with purchasing opportunities! 

Truth be told, you have NO IDEA what’s in those bottles of Biotrust supplements, and
 until you do, I’d be wary of lending your good name to them. The world is full of sellers
 who claim one thing but do another.

Best of luck,

–Nancy

DriverMama November 11, 2013 at 2:38 pm

Nancy – I agree with you about the advertising practices of BioTrust –
 which is exactly why I have not purchased anything from them.
 Nick is the exact opposite.
 And since Nick has endorsed the PRODUCTs that BioTrust sells, I am
 willing to put them to the test..

Nick Pineault November 12, 2013 at 8:38 am

Hey Nancy,

Have you read the article at all?

– Some people don’t like their marketing, and if that’s your case, I
 recommend you opt-out from their email. (The same applies if you’re

http://nickandgenhealthylife.com/biotrust-exposed/?replytocom=70143#respond
http://nickandgenhealthylife.com/biotrust-exposed/?replytocom=936#respond
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 bored/annoyed by MY emails)
 – I do have an idea what’s in those bottles of Biotrust supplements. They
 test their ingredients following GMP practices, and even get them 3rd
 party tested. Finally, I trust the owners to create products that contain
 what they claim.

Nick

Kyle Warburton (this is my real name) December 4, 2015 at 7:00 am

This company is bullshit, lying and a thief over all. I bought and paid for
 products from a year and half ago and still haven’t recieved and to add
 insult to injury I got no refund, only an email saying sorry and 10 percent
 off. Don’t trust this company I lost almost 400 dollars from them, this
 company should not be allowed to operate at all

Nick Pineault December 4, 2015 at 9:13 am

Hey Kyle,

I can’t really comment on your whole story here because I
 don’t know the details, but I know they offer a 365 days
 refund policy.

Most companies cannot refund if your shipment gets lost in
 the mail though. Happened to me once with another
 supplement company and I had to suck it up and try to get
 a refund from DHL who lost my package. Never got
 refunded, unfortunately.

Nick

Robyn January 21, 2016 at 10:33 pm

I sent my products back as well. Tried phoning there
 number and it say wrong number. Put a letter in the last lot
 explaining that There number dose not exist and still have
 no reply or money back. To top it off they have just taken
 more money from my account

Artss November 11, 2013 at 6:46 am

I get that they have good product but I found it very specific supplement. Some people,
 like me, just want an easy to take multi v ( Emphasis on easy, like a tablet, not a
 powder, a drink, nor a cookie etc …. Which I always see being pushed) and
 unfortunately they don’t have anything like that. Who would you recommend to go to
 for that purpose? A decent multi v tablet resource?

Nick Pineault November 12, 2013 at 8:45 am

Hi Artss,

I recommend Athletic Greens if you want the highest quality greens
 product around: https://www.athleticgreens.com/v4/

If you want something cheaper, stick with a food-based multi like
 anything from the Vitamin Code: http://www.thevitamincode.com/

http://nickandgenhealthylife.com/biotrust-exposed/?replytocom=86529#respond
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Teresa November 18, 2013 at 9:59 am

I highly recommend Juice Plus if you want a supplement that is easy to
 take. I have tried numerous vitamins and they do not even come close to
 the benefits of whole food nutrient packed supplements.
 http://www.vegfruitpower.com

Nick Pineault November 18, 2013 at 11:58 am

Hey Teresa,

Juice+ looks good (no undesirable ingredients), but it’s way
 overpriced in my opinion. I’d rather go with Athletics
 Greens or this latest one I use:
 http://www.meganutritionorganicsuperfood.com/new/

Nick

Kandy December 18, 2015 at 9:19 am

Hi Nick,

Just looked into comparing the cost of Juice
 Plus and Athletic Greens. I have been
 debating getting them both for a while. I just
 disagree with you about the cost, they both
 house very good quality ingredients which i
 understand are not cheap to come by but on
 the Athletic Greens website they say it costs
 as low as $4 a day and juice plus costs about
 $2.50 per day. So purely based on cost i
 wouldn’t say it is over priced compared with
 Athletic Greens. I just haven’t tried any of the
 products yet!

Nick Pineault December 22, 2015

 at 8:31 pm

Hey Kandy,

Juice Plus is definitely cheaper
 than Athletic Greens, but again,
 most things are. I don’t
 recommend AG anymore
 because I think there are better
 solutions out there for a cheaper
 price.

I’d prefer a greens product that
 contains organic ingredients
 personally. I use
 http://alldayenergydiet.com/gree
 these days.

DriverMama November 11, 2013 at 7:26 am
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Thank you, Nick, for confirming BioTrust as a trusted, above the fray product source.
 Their emails have landed at my inbox for a few months but I have had no reason to
 believe the claims associated with a relatively high cost product. Also, I am looking to
 use natural sources (real food) whenever possible.
 Their most tempting product (for my purchase $) is IC-5 for my brother-in-law who is
 currently being told he needs to go on insulin if he doesn’t get his blood sugar under
 control. (But, to be honest, all their products are very interesting to me.)
 Because of your endorsement, I will forward the information to my brother-in-law
 (along with a copy of your endorsement). Hopefully he can use their IC-5 for his better
 health.
 Again, thank you.

Nick Pineault November 12, 2013 at 8:46 am

Hi,

BioTrust products are high priced, but they’re very competitive when
 compared to other high quality products.

IC-5 is a good idea when it comes to optimizing insulin response, but he’ll
 have to combine that with the proper diet and exercise, of course.

Nick

Sandi January 21, 2015 at 6:10 pm

I am diabetic and have used the IC-5 for a couple of years . It works for
 me. I also highly recommend Bio-Trust products if someone has digestive
 problems. The associates are always well informed and willing to help.

Doody November 12, 2013 at 1:35 am

What the heck does the GMP stamp look like and where is it located? I have 3 Biotrust
 products and can’t find it on any of them.

Dr. Minoo Dumasia January 6, 2014 at 1:13 pm

I am a diabetic. I responded to their email and thought that I shall order 6 bottles
 @$294. I filled out the order form and could not get further till all my Credit Card
 details were filled out. Then I changed my mind thinking I am paying £30/bottle ($294
 converts to £180). So I clicked shut the Biotrust site. I did not confirm my payment.
 Later I found that my order was processed and $294 were taken from my credit card. I
 tried Biotrust customer relations and they were simply not interested. I will now have
 to wait to receive my goods and then return it back to USA. I would like to see if they
 do Keep to their statement that they would refund the money upto one year after
 ordering if you return the goods

Geneviève January 7, 2014 at 3:35 pm

They will! Did you try ton contact their customer support’s email? I don’t
 know if it’s what you mean by “customer relations” but yes, they will
 refund your order.
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Nick Pineault January 9, 2014 at 11:41 pm

Hey Dr.,

Yes, they will refund if you’re not satisfied. Not sure about their exact
 return policies, but they do fulfill their 1-year guarantee.

Nick

Karen January 4, 2016 at 10:06 pm

This is not true. I have ordered many things from this
 company and have had no trouble getting a refund for the
 products that did not work for me(fortunately I only found
 one product that did not produce the results I expected). I
 find their customer service department to be very willing to
 make the customer happy.

Nick Pineault January 8, 2016 at 8:27 pm

Hey Karen,

Thanks a lot for sharing. This has been my
 experience as well, and they have hundred of
 thousands of customers now.

The whole point of writing this article was to
 prove that:

1) Biotrust is a real company. It’s not some
 scheme to steal your credit card.
 2) Biotrust does really care about quality.
 3) Most supplement companies do not care,
 and the industry is poorly regulated.

Nick

natalie laurin March 3, 2014 at 6:34 pm

Thank you for all your information. I thinking of bying the Biotrust suppléments but I
 am wandering about the posology. I have been taking Omega Joy from Genuine Health
 and it has 500 mg of EPA per capsule. I read that in order to have a positive impact on
 depression a person needs to consume at leat 1g of EPA/day. What is your impression?

Nick Pineault March 10, 2014 at 6:28 pm

Hey Natalie,

This might help: http://nickandgenhealthylife.com/omega-3/

The short version… 1-2g per day of combined DHA+EPA is a bare
 minimum. You should try to consume less omega-6 at the same time to
 achieve a better ratio.

The Biotrust OmegaKrill supplement provides the equivalent of 2g of
 combined DHA+EPA per serving, which is one of the reasons I really like
 it: http://nickpineault2.biotrust.com/Shop.asp?p=OK5X

Nick
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Nate March 15, 2014 at 7:50 pm

Hey Nick,

I believe you haven’t answered Doody’s question about the GMP stamp from back in
 November ’13? Were you going to answer it? Because I have the same question. I
 have two different BioTRUST products; Leptiburn and Pro-X10 and neither have the
 GMP stamp. Can you explain this please?

Nick Pineault March 20, 2014 at 4:25 pm

Hey Nate,

Completely missed that one.

Let me get back to you on that one, because I’m not sure what’s required
 of manufacturers who want the GMP logo on their products, or if it has
 any value or signification.

Nick

Brian Murray March 26, 2014 at 2:24 pm

Hey Nick,

Thanks for the shout-out and top-notch writing, as always. You’ve done an amazing job
 of outlining our practices already, however, I do want to mention a few things.

All of our products are indeed manufactured in an FDA-registered laboratory which is
 certified by the National Nutritional Food Association’s (NNFA) Good Manufacturing
 Practices (GMP). There is no official GMP stamp of approval, hence why we do not
 place one on our products. You can read more about that below:

https://www.usada.org/supplement411/why-risk-exists/manufacturing-process

Taking things one step further, we have our third-party testing laboratory provide a
 certificate of analysis (COA) for each product upon being manufactured. Essentially, we
 know the exact make-up of every product down to the last gram—this would include
 contaminants, if there were any. Not to beat a dead horse here, but we would not
 release or sell a product if it did in fact contain contaminants. We have the COA to
 prove it. 

I hope this helps, and if anyone has any questions, please let me know.

Brian Murray
 Nutrition and Exercise Coach
 BioTrust Nutrition

Bridget March 28, 2014 at 5:31 pm

Hey there, I think your blog might be having browser compatibility issues.
 When I look at your website in Opera, it looks fine but
 when opening in Internet Explorer, it has
 some overlapping. I just wanted to give you a quick heads up!
 Other then that, superb blog!

Susan Lee April 6, 2014 at 12:20 pm

==> 4 Tricks to Never Store Carbs As Fat
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==> 4 Tricks To Lower Your Blood Sugar

 These two links were blocked by my security software due to their containing malicious
 content. You may have a problem with your website, Nick.

Nick Pineault April 8, 2014 at 8:10 pm

Hey Susan,

Everything works fine on our end. Many security softwares mistakenly tag
 certain links and files as malicious, and I think it’s the case here.

Nick

Alan April 20, 2014 at 7:56 am

Nick … after u recommended BioTrust I’ve bought from them twice & I Love their
 products … They taste clean …. Hard to find good supplements these days.

Nick Pineault April 25, 2014 at 9:50 pm

Hey Alan,

I’m glad you like them!

Nick

Erin MJ June 24, 2014 at 3:28 am

So, that GMP stamp?

You make it sound as if GMP is something BioTrust opts into because they’re such good
 guys. There is no stamp because every supplement manufacturer is legally required to
 follow the FDA’s good manufacturing practices. I followed your link to Newsday, and
 sure, it seems that many manufacturers don’t, but they are breaking the law. BioTrust
 say they comply, that’s great. Maybe it’s even true (sounds like you just have
 someone’s word for it, no verification?). But don’t make it sound like this company is
 going above and beyond. They’re just obeying the law.

Nick Pineault June 24, 2014 at 1:58 pm

Hey Erin,

Look at Brian’s comment above.

The fact is that a large majority of companies do NOT care about meeting
 the GMP guidelines at all. The FDA doesn’t have time to penalize the
 thousands of companies, so this is a huge free for all.

BioTrust does the 3rd party testing for all their batches, which is definitely
 not something a lot of companies invest in like I said in the article.

That’s why big brands like Muscle Milk contain terrible heavy metals.

Nick
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chris June 26, 2014 at 8:51 pm

I learned about Bio-Trust from the Glenn Beck website and decided to try Pro-X10.
 Since beginning, I can eat foods I hadn’t been able to eat; I have cut back on acid
 indigestion and have not gotten sick(I used to get the flu or a cold at least twice per
 year.) I don’t usually believe what people say just because they say it, but their
 products have helped me and so I listen and highly recommend Bio-Trust. I have tried
 some of their products that didn’t seem to help, but not everything works for
 everyone. I have subacriptions for about $170/month. Worth every penny!

Nick Pineault August 16, 2014 at 9:55 am

Thanks for the feedback Chris!

Self-experimentation is the only way to see if certain supplements really
 work for you. Great job.

Nick

Jan June 26, 2014 at 10:44 pm

Thanks, Nick,as I’ve ordered from BioTrust. Idon’treally have funds for supplements but
 would make an exception for times of healing. Would you please weigh in on
 Blendfresh?

Nick Pineault August 16, 2014 at 9:58 am

Seems pricey but overall great quality ingredients!

Nick

Denis June 28, 2014 at 3:11 pm

Hi Nick, I never read anything in your emails about a Canadian cie. that is just as good
 if not better than BioTrust. That is Blue Star Nutraceuticals in Belleville On. They are
 rated A+ although they also are a young cie.

For those interested GMP stands for Good Maunfacturing Practices. You my see cGMP
 here in Canada.

Nick Pineault August 16, 2014 at 10:08 am

Hey Denis,

I heard about Blue Star and many of my colleagues recommend it. I tend
 to stick to just a few companies I recommend, but it definitely seem to fit
 my criteria!

Nick

khaled Alsaidy May 6, 2015 at 9:55 pm

I tried to Blue Star on the phone number on their website
 and it turns that it is a fake number?
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Nick Pineault May 14, 2015 at 3:26 pm

Hey Khaled,

It’s definitely a legit number… just try calling
 it.

Nick

Valerie October 16, 2014 at 12:42 pm

A friend gave me some of the Pro 10X and I swore it was the only supplement that
 actually made my digestive health better and more regular. Now that that may have
 been the placebo effect as as been publicized recently in reputable journals such as the
 NYT

However I strongly take objection to your blithe comment to op out of their emails.
 Yeah, go ahead and try it. I’ve “opted out” three times over the last few months,
 waited plenty of time and I’m still getting spammed by them. Yes, emails upon emails
 upon emails. I actually came across this website to find out if I have any legal
 recourse.

Don’t buy their products…unless you set up a separate spam account and expect it to
 be overflowing with so-called last-chance emails

Nick Pineault January 27, 2015 at 12:57 pm

Hey Valerie,

I’m bummed to hear about your bad unsubscribing experience — if you
 email their customer support service I’m sure they’ll make it right!

Nick

Max November 7, 2014 at 3:18 pm

I was considering the CLA supplement. Then I read about it on Mercola.com and have
 decided it’s not worth it. Just eat better, get exercise. I am curious if you’ve ever
 looked at the Evolv Health products.

Nick Pineault January 27, 2015 at 12:56 pm

Nope, never have, sorry!

Nick

Sandra December 20, 2014 at 2:29 pm

I’m an associate with Isagenix. I love their protein powder and products. How does
 BioTrust Protein compare with theirs? I don’t see why I can’t just do the Isagenix
 shakes daily and the healthy meal for dinner. Just curious because obviously being an
 associate, I get their Protein at a way better price than BioTrust.
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Nick Pineault January 27, 2015 at 12:56 pm

Hey Sandra,

Checked out the Isagenix website a bit, and the ingredients seem totally
 legit!

Nick

Greg January 2, 2015 at 12:12 pm

Nick, your article made me NOT buying anything from BioTrust. Thanks!

Nick Pineault January 27, 2015 at 12:54 pm

Hey Greg,

Not sure what your point is!

Nick

Andrew Palmer February 16, 2015 at 10:35 am

I contacted Bio Trust via email to return $600.00 worth of products to them, and
 received no response, so I was not only concerned, but very leary of the company.
 A few days after my 365 day trial period I explained my frustration, again via email
 (the phone doesn’t work well for me) and told them I was sending back the product
 and would pursue it through my credit card company. Low and behold, I received two
 very thorough and concise responses that both included the needed RMA # for a
 successful return, in addition to a v/m reiterating this. They will honor their return
 policy as they could see that I tried to contact them in May and they didn’t respond.
 Kudos to their customer support team!

Nick Pineault February 17, 2015 at 2:26 am

Hey Andrew,

Thanks for sharing. BioTrust’s customer support are always top-notch,
 that’s my experience too.

Nick

Razia March 14, 2015 at 6:42 pm

Thanks Nick for your comments about BioTrust, but once I was dissatisfied by their
 products and now I bought their protein Powder. God help me that it turns out to be
 what you said about it. If it proves to be good then I will also endorse them.

Nick Pineault March 16, 2015 at 1:06 pm

Thanks for sharing Razia!

Nick
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Jay March 20, 2015 at 8:19 am

Sounds like Nick is on the bio trust payroll…. Nice. Nick can u send me some freebies?

Nick Pineault March 20, 2015 at 11:29 am

And where exactly is the part where you explain what made you jump to
 that conclusion?

Nick

name March 26, 2015 at 5:15 pm

Point is, I can put up a website as well. bla bla bla Doesn’t
 mean what you read on it is any more proof positive. Can’t
 back your creds any more than I can. Still out on a limb on
 Biotrust.

Nick Pineault March 28, 2015 at 8:20 am

You have the right to make up your own mind.
 I’ve tried to write a solid piece containing all
 the evidence I could gather, and be as
 objective as possible about it.

Nick

Mark Leonard March 25, 2015 at 9:48 am

i tried the Krill Oil which is pricey- it was okay. But I get these emails from Bio Trust
 with the headline “the five worst foods that you can eat”, for example. I click on the
 link and then there’s a 30 minute presentation. You’ve lost me after 3 minutes; time is
 money- there are many quality products on the market that do not require a 30
 dissertation to understand. I will not open anymore emails from this group…

Nick Pineault March 28, 2015 at 8:27 am

Hey Mark,

I’d say that’s the #1 complain I hear from people about the company, to
 be honest. Some people just don’t like lengthy video presentations, and
 that’s OK.

If you want a quick way to learn about the latest products they came up
 with, simply visit the website http://www.biotrust.com

The fact still remains that the quality of their products is higher than most
 companies, which is the reason I use them myself.

Nick

Priscilla November 1, 2015 at 12:35 pm

Hi Nick….I have not purchased anything yet, however I would consider
 getting the Biotrust IC-5 to regulate my blood sugar and try to loose
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 weight. I’m 10 lbs overweight. I’m going to order 3 bottles. I know if I
 don’t like them I can return them.
 I have 3 questions:
 1. How big are the pills? I have trouble swallowing big pills.
 2. Are they heart safe? Meaning do they cause the heart to race?
 3. Why is the infomercial so long? After 4 or 5 minutes, I’m done. I went
 about doing chores while the guy talked and drew and talked and drew
 and finally after almost half hour got to the product. Usually I don’t ever
 watch these as they are way too long. Just a suggestion to shorten it up
 about 50%

Nick Pineault November 18, 2015 at 10:01 am

Hey Priscilla,

I suggest you address these questions to Biotrust’s
 customer support here:
 https://www.biotrust.com/customer-support/

Nick

Rosemary March 25, 2015 at 10:06 am

How does BioTrust compare with Isagenix? Thanks for your great review of BioTrust

Nick Pineault March 28, 2015 at 8:24 am

Hey Rosemary,

Judging by the ingredients they put in their products, Isagenix seems
 legit. For example, I like the fact that their protein powders are soy-free
 — the cheap companies usually use soy everywhere, and I think it’s the
 last kind of protein you’d want to put inside your body…

Not really a fan of those pre-packaged diet meal plans though. I don’t
 think they are a healthy way to lose weight — I’d recommend going the
 real food route instead.

Nick

Tom March 30, 2015 at 12:39 am

Why haven’t you asked the obvious question of bio trust!
 How much actual ‘ krill oil ‘ is in their product (per capsule or per serving), instead of
 blindingly going along with their promotion barb which says 788 mg (per serving) for
 ultra purified fish and Krill oil?

You should find this out before you put out a review. The figure they give includes other
 fish oils very conveniently.
 I’ve asked them repeatedly, they won’t give me the figure or % of actual specific krill
 oil in their product which leads me to believe it’s most likely a low figure, with most of
 the product being made up from mainly cheaper fish oils, that’s why you can’t buy it in
 retail shops, where manufacturers have to say how much ‘ krill oil ‘ is in a product
 headlined/called ‘ Omega Krill 5x ‘ .

It’s a shame because otherwise i would buy this product as everything else about it
 seems good.
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Maybe Bio trust will respond, if they do let’s see if they say how much specific Krill oil is
 in their product or if they try to get round it with marketing speak, and not answer the
 question. If they do have the krill oil content amount, why not state it on the
 packaging???
 Tom

Nick Pineault April 2, 2015 at 9:44 am

Hey Tom,

I haven’t addressed this issue because the product simply didn’t exist at
 the time I wrote the original article.

I’ll try to get more info on this!

Nick

David April 14, 2015 at 3:29 am

I thought this was a legit question due to its length and
 detail. Until I found it posted on my website as well as a
 web 2.0 property I operate, and then here. The exact same
 words by the same “Tom”. Perhaps the person is genuinely
 seeking an answer, but now I’m suspicious and will delete
 the comment from both.

Nick Pineault April 14, 2015 at 4:43 am

Hey David,

Can’t really tell, but either way, I’m
 researching this matter and communicating
 back and forth with someone at Biotrust to
 get an answer. Will report back in a few
 weeks when I hear back!

Nick

Nick Pineault December 22, 2015 at 8:39 pm

Hey Tom,

I’ve dug deeper into this issue and gotten tremendous help from Tim
 Skwiat, Director of Nutrition and Exercise at Biotrust.

Here’s the short version of his answer:
 – They can’t reveal the exact amount of krill oil in their blend because it’s
 a protected proprietary blend. Even Tim doesn’t know the amount.
 – The reason they included Krill oil in their product is for the astaxathin
 (powerful antioxidant) content that definitely helps protect the very
 fragile oils and prevent them from turning rancid.

I also asked Tim about the “5X” claim. He showed me a document about
 the technology they use to increase the bioavailability of their product by
 567%. It’s called “VESIsorb”, and here’s the research about it:
 http://source-1-global.com/wp-
content/uploads/docs/human_study_demonstrates_superior_results_in_pm

The evidence is pretty strong that this technology works, and that
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 focusing on bioavailability instead of the total amount of certain nutrients
 in supplements is smart, and will become more and more of a concern for
 both manufacturers and consumers.

You can also look at this thread from Biotrustboard.com where Tim
 explains the benefits of OmegaKrillX5 and addresses a bunch more
 questions: https://www.biotrustboard.com/showthread.php?44509-How-
do-I-determine-the-benefits-that-I-should-get-from-using-OmegaKrill-
5X&p=145185&viewfull=1#post145185

Hope that helps!

Nick

Josh April 2, 2015 at 2:10 am

It’s a scam. Don’t trust them. Your money is all they are after. Anybody who has more
 knowledge about healthy nutritions or fitness, will tell you the same.

Nick Pineault April 2, 2015 at 9:52 am

Hey Josh,

Saying “it’s a scam” is easy — coming up with an actual argument is
 harder.

In which way are they a scam?

Nick

VIVI April 2, 2015 at 8:36 pm

Thank you for being so informative Nick. I would also like to know more about there
 omega krill supplement. As Tom stated, it would be great if we knew more about the
 percentage of fish oils. Please keep us updated with what you find out.

Nick Pineault April 3, 2015 at 8:13 am

Hey Vivi,

I’m waiting for an answer back and I’ll keep everyone posted about that. I
 have no doubt the product is of great quality like everything they do, but
 also agree that certain things like that should be disclosed.

Nick

L. Miles April 2, 2015 at 10:11 pm

Hi Nick, do you have any information or comments on “BellyTrim XP”? Bio Trust is
 specifically pushing the “conjugated linoleic acid” and the “pomegranate seed oil” as
 the main 2 ingredients that specifically decreases belly fat and some overall body fat.
 Any info would be helpful and appreciated.

Nick Pineault April 13, 2015 at 3:54 pm

Hey L.,
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I’m definitely not a big advocate of using specific fat-burning
 supplements, and they’re not on the list of priorities I think most people
 should focus on when supplementing.

However, the CLA in BellyTrim is a safe and effective fat burner. I know
 that because so many studies show that CLA works.

It’s a type of naturally-occurring trans fats you can find in dairy and
 grass-fed beef.

Nick

Judi April 13, 2015 at 5:44 am

I have bought several of Bio Trust products and am not sure how much they’ve helped,
 but I am still hopeful to see the results that I am looking for. Could you please let me
 know how I can get your comments sent to me? Is there a specific blog that you might
 have or a newsletter that you put out?

Thank you,
 Judi

Nick Pineault April 13, 2015 at 3:55 pm

Hey Judi,

The blog that you just commented on is the blog I operate with my wife
 Gen 

If you want to subscribe to the newsletter, simply go here and you’ll
 receive our daily nutrition emails: http://nickandgenhealthylife.com/free-
tips/

Thanks!

Nick

JoAnn Zummo April 22, 2015 at 2:51 pm

My cousin is an exercise specialist and eats very healthy. Upon reading the Biotrust
 probiotics info on their website, she was impressed. However, she wrote this to me:
 “We need to ask them do you refrigerate the product and how long do the live cultures
 stay alive? This would be my concern that they loose their potency. Quality Pro-biotics
 are bought and kept in the refrigerator. This keeps the cultures alive.”

Nick Pineault May 14, 2015 at 3:12 pm

Hey JoAnn,

You can definitely ask them.

I can’t say I agree with your cousin on refrigeration though. Soil-based
 organisms (for example in Prescript Assist which is often recommended
 by the top health experts) do not require any refrigeration.

Nick
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Annie Whitbread May 14, 2015 at 11:04 am

I also think they are a scam.I fell for there hype by ordering their vanila flavoured
 protein powder and ic5 insulin sensitive supllements.They went and charged me over
 £300.00.I hadnt even waited a moment before contacting them to say i wished to
 change my mind and get a refund to my card.I had to wait 48 Hrs,for a reply.Then
 they told me the products had been shipped and they gave me no recourse to get back
 my money despite there one year refund policyAnd on the protein powder i had to pay
 huge shipping costs as i live in the uk.I also think that nicks on the payrole

Nick Pineault May 14, 2015 at 6:33 pm

Hey Annie,

From my understanding, their guarantee is valid even if you have tried
 the products. Simply contact them for a refund.

I do get compensation whenever people buy Biotrust products with my
 recommendation, but I can say the same about virtually anything I ever
 recommended to people online. This is how we make a living. Now, it’s
 up to us to be ethical about it and recommend products that are actually
 legit — and that’s what we do, to the best of our knowledge and passion.

There’s no way on earth that the a company can get away with “being a
 scam” and still maintain an excellent reputation with the BBB.

Nick

Ron Olson June 2, 2015 at 3:53 am

I would like to order IC-5 from Bio Trust by POSTAL mail and pay for it with a bank
 check in ADVANCE ! by mail. ( I do NOT give out credit card #’s on line ! ) I can be
 reached at: 711 Brightwater Ct. Brooklyn, NY 11235.

Nick Pineault June 27, 2015 at 9:17 pm

Hey Ron,

I’m afraid that this is the proper side to order Biotrust products! Just go to
 http://www.biotrust.com and order there. I doubt they take checks
 though!

Nick

Jennifer Snyder June 3, 2015 at 1:21 pm

Greetings Nick, I’ve purchased many of the Biotrust products and I do believe in their
 quality. However, I’m curious about the product Line Plexus. What info do you have on
 that line? Your opinion? Thanks!

Nick Pineault June 27, 2015 at 9:17 pm

Hey Jennifer,

Sorry, have never heard about Line Plexus!

Nick
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Jan W June 14, 2015 at 7:41 pm

# 1 I have not seen any good results for IC-5. Really disappointed

Nick Pineault June 27, 2015 at 9:20 pm

Hey Jan,

Sorry to hear that. I highly suggest that you reach of to their customer
 support and ask for a full refund within the next year.

IC-5 helps regulate your blood sugar, but if weight loss is what you’re
 after, it won’t be a magic pill. You might have underlying hormonal issues
 causing you trouble. I’d try to find a holistic you can consult to get a
 hormone panel.

Nick

Jennifer June 16, 2015 at 6:07 pm

Hey Nick,
 I’m 53 years old and On disability and have struggled with my weight from taking so
 many prescriptions. On May 4 th 2015 I began a journey when I saw Bio trust video on
 intermittent fasting. I weighed in at 197 lbs, I’ve been drink inking protein shakes at
 noon and 3 then a healthy dinner and take the omega krill and prox10 five weeks in
 I’m done 13 lbs! Why am I telling you all this?? Lol because I’m so thankful Joel and
 Josh appeared in my email! They have changed my life of depression and self esteem
 issues! And with your seal of approval makes it even more of a confirmation the I
 chose the right company!! God Bless!

Nick Pineault June 27, 2015 at 9:22 pm

Hey Jennifer,

Thanks so much for sharing! I’m glad that Biotrust has helped you change
 your lifestyle — this is the most crucial part to lose weight and live a truly
 healthy life!

Nick

Gina June 17, 2015 at 4:41 pm

I presently have NA Fatty Liver Disease which was found after having my gall bladder
 removed in 2009. A month ago my liver enzymes went crazy for no apparent reason.
 (I was suspicious it was caused by listeria laden Sabra Hummus) After numerous daily
 blood checks, my liver enzymes went back to normal and now I show to have elevated
 blood sugar levels and low protein. The low protein levels are no surprise because I
 had the
 Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass Weight-Loss Surgery in 2005 and have not kept up with my
 vitamins since 2010,except B-12 shots and daily Ferex (Iron) tablets.

My question is: I am interested in the protein powder and the IC-5. My problem is I
 can’t swallow capsules. If the IC-5 is a capsule, can it be opened up and consumed in
 some food or beverage?
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Thank you for your tireless efforts to make life more manageable with your research.

Warmest regards,
 Gina

Nick Pineault June 27, 2015 at 9:24 pm

Hey Gina,

I would have two concerns when it comes to opening supplement capsules
 in your food:

1) Certain supplements taste horrid, and would ruin your meal for sure.
 2) Certain supplements are poorly absorbed unless encapsulated —
 because they have to survive your stomach acid in order to be effective.

I’d suggest you to send that question to the Biotrust Customer Support
 directly: http://www.biotrust.com/customer-support/

Nick

Maya June 24, 2015 at 3:02 am

I’ve been worried about BioTrust even though I’ve ordered from them. I don’t trust
 anyone (even you!), but you make a decent case. And the fact is, I tried two of their
 products on the recommendation of a friend, and I’ve actually seen results. The
 digestive enzymes are the only ones that don’t give me problems and seem to actually
 work, and the probiotics I buy from them actually cause changes in my…er…bathroom
 habits. And don’t cause heartburn, which a number of other quality products do.

So I am 70% relived to find your recommendation, and 30% skeptical that I can get
 accuracy and truth from ANYONE. 

Nick Pineault June 27, 2015 at 9:26 pm

Hey Maya,

I share the same experience as you when it comes to the digestive
 enzymes. I’ve felt a difference in my digestive power from day one.

Your personal experience and experimentation will always be more
 important than any marketing pitch or even most science papers out
 there. You’re doing the right thing being skeptical and trying things for
 yourself.

Nick

Maya June 24, 2015 at 3:03 am

Oh, the other thing that worries me is that they sell a lot of crap supplements. But most
 supplement companies do, so I suppose there’s nothing specifically shady about that.

Barbara White June 25, 2015 at 1:24 am

I have been looking at their product where you take 2 capsules before food and its
 affects your insulin levels thereby stopping the body from turning carbohydrates into
 fat – at least I think thats show it works.
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Has anyone tried this stuff?…..and does it work???

Nick Pineault June 27, 2015 at 9:31 pm

Hey Barbara,

I wrote extensively about IC-5 in the past on our newsletter (you can
 subscribe here on the blog by grabbing our 5-min diet makeover, by the
 way).

Cinnamon, one of the main ingredients, has been proven to help in blood
 sugar regulation and to help you keep healthy levels of cholesterol:
 http://www.huffingtonpost.com/dr-mercola/cinnamon-diabetes-
_b_839487.html

They have simply formulated a blend of cinnamon, fenugreek and 2 other
 herb-based compounds that work in synergy to prevent your blood sugar
 levels from rising too fast after meals.

You’ll have to try how YOUR body reacts to it. If you have issues with
 diabetes or blood sugar crashes or hypoglycaemia, it should definitely
 help.

Nick

uloma nwosu August 4, 2015 at 7:36 pm

Where will a get bio trust ,I mean your product in Uk Manchester

Nick Pineault October 19, 2015 at 7:21 am

Hey uloma,

I think they ship to the UK, but please confirm with their customer
 support (on biotrust.com) that this is the case.

Nick

Tariq Zaman August 11, 2015 at 7:35 am

Hi Nick;

I live in Pakistan and am a fitness enthusiast and some say a health freak. I am
 interested to acquire distribution of Biotrust nutrition products for Pakistan region
 because of their high quality/safe raw ingredients. I was wondering if you could help
 me with that as I have tried their customer support email but still waiting for a reply
 from the concerned person. Thanks!!

Nick Pineault October 19, 2015 at 7:23 am

Hey Tariq,

Sent you a private email with some info!

Nick
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RustyLH August 31, 2015 at 7:17 pm

I am unsubbing from their emails. Why? I’m sick of the hard sell, LONG infommercials.
 Look, according to the Myers-Briggs, there are 16 personality types, and my professor
 teaches it, and has written his own test that allowed him to talk to me and tell me
 things about me that even my parents didn’t know. Stuff I knew, but others don’t.

Anyway, one of his jobs was as a consultant for a large charity. His job was to talk to
 the contact at a conpany they were going to approach for a large donation. He could
 tell just by asking a few questions, what personality type hey were, and he could then
 recommend the proper way to approach that person. As he said, some people like
 videos, some like charts, some like quick facts in the form of text, some like pictures,
 etc…

Well, I don’t like long videos telling me about the person’s history and their OMG
 moment that had a brainstorming great idea, etc… When I get an email telling me not
 to eat these four veggies, I am NOT going to sit through a 5 or 10 minute video to find
 out what they are. Give me the 4 veggies in the fist paragraph of text, and then in the
 second paragraph, give me a quick pitch for your product. If I like what I see, I will
 gladly click on the link to “see more here.”

Nick Pineault October 19, 2015 at 7:25 am

Hey Rusty,

To be perfectly honest, I’m just like you. I personally don’t like long
 videos, but some people do seem to like them.

I usually filter their emails in a Gmail folder and read them once in a while
 instead of getting all of them in my main inbox.

Thanks for your feedback.

Nick

Kenetta Coombes September 8, 2015 at 12:05 am

Hi
 I’ve just purchased this product along with 2 other products of there’s …im truly hoping
 it works cause it’s a lot of money to put up front when you have know idea if it works
 or not and whether people are telling the truth or not over the Internet …

Nick Pineault October 19, 2015 at 7:26 am

Hey Kenetta,

You have very little to lose. Their refund policy is rock solid (like a lot of
 other online companies) and lasts for an entire year.

If you’re not satisfied with the results, simply hop on biotrust.com and ask
 for a refund.

Hope that helps!

Nick

Mary coyle September 10, 2015 at 2:31 pm

Please help l put an order in last nite an ordered to much
 As it was to expenaive an l need to cancel it
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 An re order a small amount
 Order number #1960088
 This is very urgent as l Doing have enough money to pay for them

Nick Pineault October 19, 2015 at 7:29 am

Hey Mary,

Really sorry I didn’t get to your question sooner!

The right place to ask questions about your order is right here:
 http://nickpineault2.biotrust.com/customer-support/

(Disclaimer: this is an affiliate link. We are affiliates for Biotrust, and this
 is how we make a living. We only recommend products we use ourselves
 and that we would give our own moms :P)

Have a great day!

Nick

Joanne bond September 15, 2015 at 2:18 am

Never got an answer to my question do their product increase migraines headaches
 with people who suffer from migraines and what drug interaction are there. I feel if a
 company doesn’t answer these type of queries they are not much good. So my advise
 stay clear

Nick Pineault October 19, 2015 at 7:30 am

Hey Joanne,

Did you try contacting their customer support directly? I’m afraid that’s
 something I’m not qualified to help you with.

From my experience, their customer support is fast and efficient.

You can also try their forums on http://biotrustboard.com/

Hope that helps!

Nick

barbara bickhoff September 15, 2015 at 12:46 pm

I ordered for a free trial of pure colon detox and the all natural diet formula and you
 have taken from my bank card on 15/9/15 two amounts of $127/66.i want my money
 back or I will report you to scam watch I am only a pentioner and you have robbed me
 Barbara bickhoff

Nick Pineault October 19, 2015 at 7:33 am

Hey Barbara,

Are you sure that the Pure Colon Detox product is from Biotrust? I have
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 never heard of such a product…

Please double check if it’s the right company. Then, feel free to contact
 Biotrust at http://nickpineault2.biotrust.com/customer-support/

(Disclaimer: this is an affiliate link. We are affiliates for Biotrust, and this
 is how we make a living. We only recommend products we use ourselves
 and that we would give our own moms :P)

Have a great day!

Nick

amanda September 15, 2015 at 5:32 pm

hey, Nick- I just started taking metabo379 and weirdly, I feel like it makes me happier
 (and I’m a pretty happy person to begin with) and my workouts are better BUT I can’t
 sleep at night despite the fact that there are no stimulants and no caffeine (both of
 which I am very sensitive to)- any thoughts on this? I take one around 9am and one
 around 12- that’s it.

Nick Pineault October 19, 2015 at 7:35 am

Hey Amanda,

It’s very weird, and I’m not sure exactly what causes this side effect.

I would personally stop using the product, or at least ask Biotrust’s
 customer support if that’s a known side effect.

Sleeping at night will definitely cause more harm than the potentially
 beneficial effect the supplement might have had.

Nick

barbara September 17, 2015 at 6:24 am

I expect my money returned ASAP ,that is fraud saying that was a free trial and
 charging me 2 lots of $127/99 on 15/9/15.i found all this at my bank who took my
 money.i will report you to scam watch I am only a pentioner and cant have people
 helping themselves to my money

Nick Pineault October 19, 2015 at 7:36 am

Hey Barbara,

Please see my answer above!

Nick

George October 21, 2015 at 6:31 pm

Biotrust offer a free bottle of thier product and i did order it to try so i paid the shipping
 fee.

Now they send the tracking number only to find out that the tracking number is not
 found until now

Is that a legit company sending fake tracking number?
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Boi trust or Bio FAKE!

Nick Pineault October 22, 2015 at 5:55 am

Hey George,

Biotrust is a real company, and I really doubt that they spend time
 creating fake tracking numbers, haha!

If you don’t receive your package, simply contact their customer support.
 Keep me posted.

Nick

NOEL CAREY November 5, 2015 at 5:07 pm

IAM FROM REPUBLIC OF IRELAND AND USED MY OWN INSTINCTS WHEN I FIRST
 ORDERED PX10
 LAST YEAR (l914) and I HAVENO COMPLAINTS,
 I HAVE NOW STARTED ON LEPTIBURN ASWELL
 ASPX10

Nick Pineault November 18, 2015 at 10:02 am

Hey Noel,

Thanks for sharing your experience!

Nick

Pedro Alex Menete November 11, 2015 at 9:06 pm

Hi Nick,
 I live in Mozambique and my country does not appears in delivery list
 What must I do to get Biotrust products?

Pedro

Nick Pineault November 18, 2015 at 10:03 am

Hey Pedro,

I suggest asking Biotrust’s customer support here:
 https://www.biotrust.com/customer-support/

Nick

Jodi November 16, 2015 at 10:25 pm

Hi Nick, a lot of time has past…did you find out about the amount of actual Krill oil in
 their product??

Nick Pineault November 18, 2015 at 10:09 am

Hey Jodi,
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I’ve been trying to get an answer from their R&D department for a while
 — just followed-up with them, thanks for the reminder!

Nick

Ray Montalbo November 26, 2015 at 1:01 am

Hi Nick, I leave in the Philippine how can i order there product?

Nick Pineault December 4, 2015 at 9:11 am

Hey Ray,

I’m not sure if Biotrust ships to the Philippines. You’ll have to ask their
 customer support!

Nick

Tom December 6, 2015 at 9:16 pm

I received some damaged pro-X10 (broken capsules) and fish oil that was a gooey
 mess of broken capsules. I have notified them 5 times now and never received a reply.

Customer service promise is a joke.

Nick Pineault December 22, 2015 at 8:27 pm

Hey Tom,

I’m really surprised by your bad experience. My best advice would be to
 hop on https://biotrustboard.com/ and tell others about your experience.
 I’m 100% positive that someone from the company will address your
 issue asap — they answer every single thread on their boards.

Nick

Tofa December 31, 2015 at 9:49 am

Being that we are stepping into a new year, I wanted to try something different. What I
 have been doing has been working fine, however the feedback for the Bio Trust
 products & company (for the most part) has been positive.

Might give a try.

Thanks

Nick Pineault January 8, 2016 at 7:26 pm

Hey Tofa,

Happy to help!
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Ruth Henshw January 1, 2016 at 11:47 pm

I’ve read comments about BioTrust with interest. Since I take lots of supplements and
 live on a very fixed income, cost is extremely important to me but I also need a
 product that is worthwhile. With severe digestive disorders which frankly the doctors
 can’t seem to get under control I am left with doing things myself. It is hard to say
 how many probiotics I have tried and some of them were probably pretty good and
 almost all of them were too pricey for me. When I found the Pro-X10 I decided to give
 it a try. Maybe it is not a miracle cure but I have not been in the hospital with my
 problem for well over a year and definitely don’t run to the doctor for help constantly
 as I used to do. Since digestive issues seem to run in the family my sister just ordered
 a years supply of the Pro-X10 based on what she has seen from my results. As for the
 emails I get them all the time too and if I feel in the mood I read them and otherwise I
 delete them like I do a lot of other email. Sometimes though you get amazing prices
 on their products so I don’t complain.

Nick Pineault January 8, 2016 at 8:22 pm

Hey Ruth,

Thanks a lot for sharing your experience. No supplement is ever a miracle
 cure but results speak by themselves — you probably found the right
 kind of probiotic for your body.

Nick

Pat January 4, 2016 at 9:49 pm

You are so biased it isn’t funny. You are a terrible reviewer for BioTrust. They might not
 be paying you for your review but as you say, you do get paid commission on what
 ever products are purchased through your website or review. Are you kidding me. That
 is being paid for your review. You are just as bad as all the other scammers and scam
 reviewers around. You should be ashamed of yourself and the only reason you can
 sleep at night is because of your pillow and dreams are full of corrupt money.

Nick Pineault January 8, 2016 at 8:25 pm

Hey Pat,

Harsh. I think there’s a big difference between:

A) A company contacts you to write them a positive review. You do it,
 even though it’s definitely unethical.
 B) You write a long review after having investigated the company
 thoroughly, and choose to fully endorse the product. Then, you become
 an affiliate in order to monetize your blog and online the way millions of
 other people are doing it.

My 2 cents.

Nick

Kim January 12, 2016 at 7:55 pm

Hi Nick. Thanks for the very informative review of BioTrust. I’m on a tight budget and
 was considering BioTrust, but hesitate due to the cost. While I agree, high quality =
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 higher cost, but I need to find something within my budget. I found a non-GMO, non-
denatured protein power by TR Supplements called Smart Protein
 (http://www.amazon.com/SMART-PROTEIN-Non-Denatured-Concentrate-
Biologically/dp/B010N0YURK/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1452627811&sr=8-
1&keywords=tr+supplements+protein) that costs less. A container of Smart Protein has
 30 servings @ approx. $1.30 per serving vs. BioTrust’s container of 14 servings @
 $3.50 per serving). What are your thoughts?

Nick Pineault January 15, 2016 at 2:24 pm

Hey Kim,

The important thing is comparing apples to apples here.

The Biotrust Low Carb is $49 for 562g of protein powder, which is
 $8.72/100g. Smart Protein is $39.99 (Amazon 50% off pricing at the
 moment, not sure if it’ll last forever) for 600g of protein powder, which is
 $6.66/100g. Smart protein is definitely a winner here.

However, Biotrust contains a mix of micellar casein, milk protein
 concentrate, whey isolate and whey concentrate. In theory, this mix of 4
 different forms of whey (which are definitely more expensive to
 manufacture) makes the Biotrust formulation time-released, and more
 effective overall.

Both products are great, and I’d use them anytime with confidence. You
 can always try both and see if there’s a real difference.

Nick

Jennifer Baldwin February 29, 2016 at 3:18 pm

Hi Nick,
 I love biotrust they rock for all my supplements, but I do
 however use Teras whey protien powder it’s less expensive
 and is a great alternative.
 Thank you

Nick Pineault March 10, 2016 at 4:36 pm

Thanks for your feedback Jen!

Nick

James West January 26, 2016 at 10:42 am

Hi Nick..I have recently purchased from Bio Trust.,,.,,the Product was Belly Trim XP…i
 was unawae or all of the other products at the time,,however since then I have
 examined their website fully… I accept that all companies are in business basically to
 make money…and if they are ethical ..then that’s fine… I’m all in agreeance with their
 advertising methods as it allows people to listen to the hype… and then do there own
 “Due Diligence” before spending money.
 I’m an Ex Pat Australian living in China….been here for more than10 years..The
 Chinese are Supplement mad but hate any products that are made in China..they just
 don’t trust them.(With good reason ha ha )China has a population of more than 1.4
 billion people….
 I somehow would like to become involved with the Sale and Distribution of their
 products in China.,.,.,about 1month ago I sent a brief inquiry to the people in
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 Customer support …but received no reply..and I cannot find any way of being able to
 contact the office of Bio Trust Nutrition themselves…or a person to talk with.,,,I read
 above a similar request from someone in Pakistan (Tariq Zaman) i August 2015… could
 you please do the same for me…..best regards to both you and Gen… your blog is
 worth reading

Carolyn Robinson February 25, 2016 at 2:06 pm

Yesterday I received a notice that “my shipment of BioTrust Nutrition will arrive in a few
 days. First, I did not order BioTrust Nutrition. Secondly, where did they get my bank
 card for the shipping price of $9.95? The only place I can think of is Probiotics America
 – I placed an order with them 3 months ago and decided to purchase probiotics at the
 pharmacy rather than pay their very high prices. BEWARE!!! I’m having my bankcard
 cancelled and getting a new card due to their access of my card.

Nick Pineault March 10, 2016 at 4:36 pm

Hey Carolyn,

There’s no way on earth that a company would be able to bill your credit
 card without your consent. Someone else used your card to make the
 purchase. You did the right thing, but honestly I really doubt that the
 problem is Biotrust itself!

Nick

Tom March 30, 2016 at 8:39 pm

i posted the question about how much krill oil in omega krill 5x in March 2015. I am a
 genuine person who posted the same question on several blogs because i couldn’t get
 an answer.

I’ve just seen Davids reply from last year saying he was suspicious because same
 question was posted on his site, ‘silly’.

Read the question in full again, rather than diverting to side issues.

The reply to Nick pinault from Tim Skwiat, Director of Nutrition and Exercise at Biotrust
 is a cop out.

I genuinely want to know the krill amount in order to compare with other providers who
 sell in retail outlets where the krill amount is stated on the bottle outer.

What if i maket a new product called
 ‘ Mega Krilla ‘ i tell you how much total fish
 oil in the product, but not how much krill oil specifically, You’d rightly say it’s dubious
 because i’m not giving you the basic info you’re entitled to.

How much krill oil in each capsule stop evading and answer the question Tim Skwiat,
 then put it on the bottle.Then your products credability goes through the roof,
 otherwise i have to assume it’s a tiny amount of krill and made up of cheaper fish oils.

Don’t worry David i won’t post on your site.
 I don’t expect i’ll get a genuine answer. Why has no one else asked this question, it’s
 central to being able to evaluate the products.

Tom (i’m not a robot or spammer).
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